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All rights reserved.  
  

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

SuperX Professional Electronic Camera Stabilizer (ST-SPRX) 

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l  
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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

Proaim Super-X Stabilizer 
Inbuilt Cables: 
6 pin lemo to 6 pin lemo connector main cable 
SDI Video Cable 
                          

 

Docking Bracket with Tighten knob 

Camera Screw 
2x 1/4"-20  
2x 3/8"-16  

1 x 2 pin lemo to 4pin female                       

XLR Connector     

1 x 2 pin lemo to DC Connector  2x BNC male to BNC male connector  

1 x 3 pin lemo to 4pin female                    

XLR Connector     

1 x 3 pin lemo to DC 

Connector  (4mm ,3/16mm) Allen Key  
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 Functions  

Camera platform  

Front Rods (Dia:15mm) 

Easy micro adjustments on X-Y axis.  

Precision Gimbal for 4th-axis grip  

All-aluminum CNC machined   
construction  

Monitor Mount Battery rotates 
180° to suit user Preference  

Monitor Mount Bracket rotates 
360° & Height Adjustable  

Extended length Post  

Handle is adjustable for 
more convenience.  

Video cable  

Power cable  

Both side battery 
mount option 

Battery plate Rotate 180° 

Battery Plate only 1 side 
option 

2 Wire inbuilt in stabilizer 
1. Main cable 
2. SDI Output Cable  

Micro balancing adjustment 
knobs 
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 Uses of Head Connector (upto 3Amps current holding capacity)   

Main: As per your voltage needs, attach the lower main output 
cable to the top main cable. 

Dual 8V/15V OR 12/24 Volt LEMO Connector  

BNC: High definition video connectors 

 Uses of Bottom Connector of Single battery (12v/15v) 

Main wire to camera plate: 
Output: 12v/15v 

Switch On/off Button  

Main wire to camera plate 
Output: 8v/12v 

BNC Video Connector 

Power LED Signal  

Dual D-Tap Ports 

12v connectors for LCD & Other    
Related Accessories 
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 Uses of Bottom Connector of Double Battery (15v/24v) (upto 3Amps current holding capacity)   

Main wire to camera plate  
Output: 15v/24v 

15v Power Connectors for LCD & 
Other Related Accessories 

BNC Video Connector 

Power LED Signal  

Dual D-Tap Ports 

Switch On/off Button  

On connecting the 15v power 
cable, a signal will be shown in 
Power LED. 

24v connector for LCD & Other  
Related Accessories 
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2. Attach the Stabilizer post to the u-shape frame 
on the docking bracket. Push back the bracket 
pin, securing the stabilizer in the bracket. 

 Loosen the knob of the docking bracket, put  
the bracket on the stand and re-tighten the 
knob to lock the docking bracket in place. 

Use sandbags to stabilize the stand for security 
purpose. 

 Stand and Docking Bracket Setup 

 To increase the telescopic length of the         
stabilizer,   loosen Allen bolts on the central 
post accordingly.  

1. Rotate the rod, insert it thoroughly into the 
bracket and lock it so that the front pin of the 
docking bracket faces upwards, as shown in the 
image. 

There are 2 methods to mount your super-x stabilizer onto the docking bracket. 

 Mount the stabilizer handle (gimbal mount) on 
the front pin.  

 Note: After the stabilizer handle mounting on 
the pin, there will be a gap between the          
stabilizer and the c-stand. 
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 Each knob has a twin on either side of the stage 
to adjust the stabilizer's balance from either 
side. The knobs turn clockwise on one side and 
counter clockwise on the other side for the 
same stage movement.  

 Now attach Ball Head to the LCD mount  
bracket on the stabilizer and lock it with the 
bolt. Fix LCD monitor (Not Included) onto Ball 
Head. 

 

 Loosen the side knob to tilt your LCD Monitor 
up to 180°, as per your requirement.  

Micro Adjustments on X-Y Axis  

Maximum Rigidity and mounting option in  
Dovetail plate  
 You can directly attach your camera with the 

Dovetail plate. 

 Slide in your camera onto the Stabilizer and 
tighten both side knobs to secure your camera 
correctly. 

 With the balancing done and the camera 
locked in place, fine balancing can be finished 
with the drives. 

 Battery Plates can be rotated 180°. Loosen the 
allen bolts and adjust the position as per your 
requirement.  
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 Slide the camera plate onto the stabilizer and 
lock it with the side knob. Then insert your 
compatible camera. 

 You can also attach the camera plate to the 
dovetail plate. This plate has safety stops on 
the ends and several holes for mounting 
screws. 

 Assembly of cables  

 Attach the power cable to the main output     
connector as per your camera requirements. 

 Main Connector consists of two types of Power: 
Single side power 8/12  
Double side power 15/24v 
 Switch on the button, and you will see a power 

LED light signal. 

On/off  

LED Signal  

 Similarly, attach the upper inbuilt main cable to 
the camera plate. 

 2nd inbuilt top cable can be used for video          
output. 

 Supply power to your camera by attaching one 
end of the 3 pin lemo to 4 pin female xlr         
connector cable to the camera plate and 2nd 
end to the camera. 

 Note: there are two types of power points on 
the camera plate. Attach the cable to the          
respective connector as per your camera needs. 
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 Supply power to your LCD by connecting 2 pin 
lemo to DC Connector to the stabilizer’s          
power-point and attaching it to the LCD. Check 
the power point and use it as per your LCD         
power requirements. 

 Attach 2nd lower inbuilt cable to the LCD. 

BNC male to BNC male connector 

We have provided 2 types of LCD cables 
1.  2 pin lemo to DC Connector                        2. BNC male to BNC male connector  

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 

Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our    
utmost support and care until you use our product.  

YOUR PROAIM SUPERX VIDEO CAMERA 
STABILIZER 

ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 


